GAME RULES
2-4 players | 20 min/player | ages 12+

In this 20th century, hustling, bustling, dog-loving urban neighborhood, you are
the Boss of your very own Vespaw Delivery Service. Your sole employee rides
around on a Scooter picking up and delivering packages. A lovable stray dog
named Buttercup helps; though sometimes she runs off with packages and
buries them in the park. You do not care; you love her all the same! You want
to adopt her and make her your company mascot.
It seems like all the other franchise owners in town want to do the same.
Vespaw is a Pickup & Delivery Route Building game where the routes you create
determine the actions you can take and the rewards you can earn. Buttercup
has her own deck of AI cards and takes turns along with everyone else. Bones
in the park become victory points. Earn the most victory points to win the game.

The winner is Buttercup’s new owner!

PARLOR PUNCH GAMES
John Glynn | john@ParlorPunch.com : 804-240-0249
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GOAL
Become the new owner of a stray dog named Buttercup by having the most victory points by the end of the game.

SET UP
A. Place the game board in the center of the table. Some addresses on the board have symbols representing important
locations. The Scooter and Backpack shops are locations where you can purchase upgrades. The 8 subway stations offer
ways to move about more efficiently. The shops, subway stations and Vespaw Delivery locations are all destinations
Buttercup may run to throughout the game.
B. Pick a color; green, blue, orange, or pink. Sit near your color as indicated on the board.
C. Distribute game pieces. Each player gets game pieces which match their color, including: 1 Boss pawn, 1 Scooter pawn, 1
progress tracker, 2 Tips trackers, and 8 Delivery tokens (These are the tokens with the package on one side and a $ sign on
the other). Each player also gets 1 Gator Bull energy drink piece and 1 Bone piece. Place all your game pieces nearby where
you can easily access them. Place the remaining Gator Bull and Bone pieces as well as all the gold, brown, blue, and white
cubes in general supply piles off to the side of the board.
D. Let each player choose a Boss card. Place your Boss card where you can easily read it. Place your progress tracker nearby,
place a Tips tracker on the $6 coin on your Boss card. You begin the game with $6 to spend. Place the other Tips tracker
nearby.
E. Shuffle then deal each player 8 Delivery cards, delivery side down. Pick 4 of these cards and,
keeping them delivery side down, place them in a row along the edge of the board in front of you.
This is your row of active Delivery cards and represents the contents of your Backpack. The
remaining 4 cards are your hand to draw from to refill your row of active deliveries throughout the
game. Keep these delivery side down as well.
F. Return remaining colored game pieces, starting Tips, dice, and Boss cards to the box, they will not Pickup
Delivery
side
side
be used this game.
G. Place the Delivery deck on the board in the Delivery deck area. Draw 1 Delivery card for each of the 3 Delivery card draft
slots on the board, delivery side down. Refill these slots at once as Delivery cards are drafted throughout the game.
H. Shuffle the Coupons deck and place it on the board in the Coupon's deck area. Draw 1 Coupon card for each of the Coupon
draft slot, face down. Coupons will get drafted later in the game. Refill these slots at once as Coupons are drafted. If this
deck ever runs out, shuffle the discarded Coupons to form a new Coupons deck and refill any empty Coupon draft slots.
I. Place your Scooter pawn on the block in front of your Vespaw Delivery Service address (this is the block with the Scooter
symbol that matches the color of your Scooter pawn).
J. Place 1 of your Delivery tokens, package side up ($-side down) on each of the 4 addresses on the board that match the
addresses on the backs of the Delivery cards in your row of active deliveries.
K. Shuffle the Where? Woof! Deck and place this deck, face down, on the board in the Where? Woof! deck area.
L. Place the Buttercup dog pawn in the Park in the middle of the board.
M. Decide the first player (whichever player most recently pet a dog) and give that player the golden fire hydrant.
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HOW TO PLAY
Game summary: Starting with the first player each player takes turns in clockwise order. There are 3 phases to each player’s turn.
PHASE 1: Buttercup picks up or delivers a package for the current player. Then Buttercup is moved to her next location on the
board, though she may steal packages instead along the way. PHASE 2: Pick up and deliver your packages and other possible
actions. PHASE 3: Collect your tips and set up your next turn.
PLACING VS. MOVING: During your turn you will be placing and moving Buttercup. Placing Buttercup means putting her directly
on a specific location. Moving Buttercup means moving her by 1 whole block at a time to a specific location (see page 5 for details).

PHASE 1 – BUTTERCUP:
Phase 1 summary: In this phase, Buttercup either picks up or delivers a package for the current player; she is placed on the
same block as that pickup or delivery location. Then Buttercup moves to the location specified on the Where? Woof! card. If
she arrives at that location a Bone is placed for her in the park. If, however, while moving to that location she passes directly
by package tokens waiting to be picked up, Buttercup is placed in the park where she buries those packages. The park is the
green area in the middle of the board.
TO RESOLVE PHASE 1, FOLLOW THESE 3 STEPS IN ORDER:
STEP 1 - DRAW A WHERE? WOOF! CARD: Flip over the top Where? Woof! card and place it face up next to the Where?
Woof! deck.
STEP 2 - DECIDE WHICH PACKAGE BUTTERCUP IS GOING TO PICK UP OR DELIVER FOR YOU and place Buttercup on that
same block.
i. If she is picking up a package for you, flip the corresponding card in your Row of active deliveries to
reveal that package’s delivery address. Flip that package token, dollar side up, and place it on that
delivery address on the board.
ii. If she is delivering a package for you, take that dollar-side-up token off the board and place it on top of
the card in your Row of active deliveries which matches that address. This is Tip money you can collect
in Phase 3 of your turn. Or you can spend it now, but this delivery will not count towards this turn’s
Delivery Challenge (see page 6).
STEP 3 - MOVE BUTTERCUP TO THE WHERE? WOOF! LOCATION: After resolving Buttercup’s Delivery action move
Buttercup to the location indicated on the Where? Woof! card. Move Buttercup 1 block at a time, the shortest route
taking the fewest turns. If this results in multiple routes, the person whose turn it is decides the route. NOTE: If in Step 1
you drew a “? ? ? ?“ card, simply move Buttercup 2 blocks in any 1 direction instead of moving her to a specific address.

THERE ARE 3 POSSIBLE OUTCOMES WHEN MOVING BUTTERCUP
1 - She arrives at the location specified on the Where? Woof! card; she stays on that block. Place
a Bone from the general supply for her in the park (these Bones become victory points at the
end of the game).
2 - She passes a package along the way; she takes that package, returns to the park, and buries it.
Place that Delivery token, package side up, on the red circle of the corresponding Delivery card
indicating that this package is buried in the park (Figure 1). Buttercup now stays in the park and
does not continue to the Where? Woof! card location.
3 - Both 1 & 2 happen; Buttercup arrives at the location specified on the Where? Woof! card and
there is a package on that same block. When this happens, Buttercup gets a Bone (from the
general supply placed in the park for her) and she takes this package and buries it in the park.
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Figure 1 - Buried
Package tokens are
placed on their
matching Delivery
cards.
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Place Buttercup in the park. Place this Delivery token, package side up, on the red circle of the corresponding
Delivery card.
To get packages back from Buttercup you must travel to a block adjacent to the park, whether Buttercup is in the park or
not, during PHASE 2 of your turn and leave a Bone in the park; 1 for each package. Buttercup has already picked up that
package, so once you retrieve it from the park, flip that Delivery card delivery side up, flip that Delivery token $-side up,
and place the token on that delivery address on the board. Now you can complete this delivery.

Figure 1a

Buttercup only grabs the first packages she comes across. Packages? If Buttercup happens upon
more than 1 package side up token on the same block (Figure 2; i.e., on the same address or
directly across the street), all those packages wind up buried in the park. Again, these stolen
Delivery tokens are placed (package side up) in the red circle on these tokens’ corresponding
Delivery cards (Figure 3).
She will only run off with and
bury multiple packages from
the first block that has
packages, and not from any
subsequent blocks.

Buttercup does not run off
with $-side up Delivery
tokens (Figure 1a, 1b), as
those are not packages.
$-side up Delivery tokens
merely mark the address on
the board where a package
must be delivered.
Figure 1b

PHASE 2 – PICK UP & DELIVER
Phase 2 summary: In this phase your main goal is
to move your Scooter (and eventually yourself, the Figure 2 – The Where? Woof! card has Buttercup running to the Bone shop, but 3
Boss) around town picking up then delivering packages interrupt her. Buttercup buries these packages in the park instead. The green
and orange players will have to pay her 1 Bone for each of their packages to get those
packages. You will earn Tips with each delivery you packages back.
complete. You may spend these Tips on Bones, Gator Bull energy drinks, subway rides, and on upgrades to your Backpack and
Scooter. You may also complete Delivery Challenges and earn Kudos.
BY CREATING CLEVER ROUTES, YOU CAN MAXIMIZE THE NUMBER OF ACTIONS YOU CAN TAKE AS WELL AS THE REWARDS YOU
CAN EARN EACH TURN. PERFORM AS MANY OF THE FOLLOWING ACTIONS AS YOU ARE ABLE IN ANY ORDER.
RIDE YOUR SCOOTER: Move your Scooter pawn 1 whole block at a time. You may only travel a total of 5 blocks plus any
Scooter upgrades (1 or 2 extra blocks per upgrade, depending on the upgrades you have) and
any Gator Bulls you drink (2 extra blocks per Gator Bull). As your scooter encounters your
Delivery tokens you will either pickup or deliver those packages.
PICK UP & DELIVER PACKAGES: Pick up and deliver as many packages per turn as you are
able. You may only pick up and deliver your own packages. Each Delivery card shows a
package’s pickup address on one side (Figure 3) and that package’s delivery address on the
other (Figure 4). A package must be picked up before you can see that package’s delivery
address. The Tip amount is the same on both sides of the card. This Tip amount is a clue
indicating how far a package’s delivery address is from its pickup address; i.e. $3 = 3 blocks.
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Figure 3
Pickup side

Figure 4
Delivery side
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TO PICK UP A PACKAGE move to a block where one of your package side up tokens is. Flip the corresponding Delivery card
(it is in your row of active deliveries) delivery side up to reveal that package’s delivery address. Flip that Delivery token $side up and place it on that delivery address on the board. This $-side up token now marks where you are to deliver this
package.
TO DELIVER A PACKAGE move to the block where a $-side up Delivery token is and remove the token from the board. Place
it on its corresponding delivery side up card in front of you. This card is now cash. The card’s Tip amount is the amount you
can either spend now or in a later turn.
COMPLETE DELIVERY CHALLENGES: Delivery Challenges allow you to draft more Delivery cards and
Coupons in PHASE 3 of your turn. To complete a Delivery Challenge, you must deliver a number of
packages during a single turn equal to or less than an available number on your Delivery Challenges
tracker. You may also deliver a number of packages equal to or less than the total of multiple available
Delivery Challenge numbers; i.e. delivering 4 packages can earn you either the number 4 Delivery
Challenge or both the numbers 1 and 3 or numbers 1 and 2 Delivery Challenges, you decide. White
Delivery Challenge cubes are placed on your tracker during Phase 3 of your turn.
IMPORTANT: If you spend a Tip this turn from a delivery you completed this turn, you may
not count that delivery towards your Delivery Challenge. Also, merely picking up a package
does not count. A package must be picked up and delivered and its Tip unspent to qualify.
A package may be picked up in 1 turn and delivered in the next.
USE COUPONS: You can use Coupons that are in your hand at any time during PHASE 2 of
your turn, but you can only use a Coupon by traveling to the shop they represent. All
Coupons offer a chance at a better deal. You cannot look at the better deal until you play
The back of a
The face of a
the coupon in question. To see the better deal, flip a Coupon over. Once you flip a Coupon Coupon offers you Coupon may offer
a good deal.
a better deal.
you must use that Coupon that same turn. You must discard Coupons once you use them
unless the Coupon stipulates otherwise. Place discarded Coupons, face up, on the board in the Coupon’s discard area.
SPEND TIPS: You may freely spend Tips you earned in a previous turn. You may also spend Tips you earned during this turn,
but those deliveries cannot be applied to this turn’s Delivery Challenge.
TO SPEND A TIP, YOU EARNED IN A PREVIOUS TURN, update your Tips tracker on your Boss card to
indicate the amount you are now spending.
TO SPEND A TIP, YOU EARNED THIS TURN, remove the Delivery token from a completed delivery in your
row of active deliveries and place this token in your supply. Remove this Delivery card from your row of
active deliveries and place it in your pile of completed deliveries. Add this amount to your Tips tracker
on your Boss card, then update your Tips tracker to indicate the amount you are now spending.
IMPORTANT: You may not count this delivery towards this turn’s Delivery Challenge.
UPGRADE YOUR BACKPACK & SCOOTER: Your Backpack determines how many Delivery cards you can
have in your row of active deliveries. Your Scooter determines how many blocks you can travel each turn.
The Backpack and the Scooter may be upgraded a maximum of 4 times each throughout the course of the
game; however, you may not exceed a combined total of 6 upgrades. If you get all 6 allowable upgrades,
your upgrade distribution possibilities are as follows: 4 Backpack upgrades and 2 Scooter upgrades, 2 Backpack upgrades and
4 Scooter upgrades, or 3 upgrades each. NOTE: You cannot move upgrades between the Backpack and the Scooter. Also, other
than not exceeding 6 total, there is no limit to the number of upgrades you may purchase or receive per turn. Also, your
distribution of upgrades impacts victory points you receive at the end of the game.

The Tip amount on
completed
Delivery
cards is cash you can
spend.
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A BACKPACK UPGRADE costs $5 in Tips unless you have a Backpack Upgrade Coupon.
When you get a Backpack upgrade, add a brown cube from the general supply to the
lowest available Backpack upgrade slot on the board in front of you. Your row of active
deliveries is now permanently increased by 1 slot. You may fill this slot by drafting a
card from your hand during PHASE 3 of your turn.
PERMANENT BACKPACK PERK: Having all 4 Backpack upgrades gives you 1
To upgrade your Backpack, place
additional victory point and this perk: During any phase of this and all remaining
a brown cube on the lowest
turns, you may look at both sides of your hand and new cards that you draft.
available slot (a, b, c then d)

A SCOOTER UPGRADE costs $10 in Tips unless you have a Scooter Upgrade Coupon. When
you get a Scooter upgrade, add a blue cube from the general supply to the lowest available
Scooter upgrade slot on the tracker in front of you. Your number of Block Movements is
now permanently increased by 1 or 2, depending on the upgrade slot you just filled. You
may now travel 1 or 2 more block(s) per turn, including this turn.
PERMANENT SCOOTER PERK: Having all 4 Scooter upgrades gives you 2
additional victory points and this perk: During PHASE 2 of this and all remaining
turns, you may ride the subway for free.

To upgrade your Scooter, place
a blue cube on the lowest
available slot (a, b, c then d)

IMPORTANT: UPGRADING BOTH YOUR BACKPACK AND YOUR SCOOTER 3 TIMES EACH: Choosing this distribution of all 6
available Backpack & Scooter upgrades will give you an additional 3 victory points at the end of the game. However, 3 upgrades
each will not give you an in-game perk.

EARN BOSS REWARDS: To earn Boss
Rewards, you must complete the Boss
Action specified on your Boss card. You
will update your Rewards tracker and
collect its rewards during Phase 3 of
your turn.
TAKE THE SUBWAY: You must spend $3
or 1 subway Coupon to ride
the subway. Riding the
subway does not count
against
your
Block
Movements.
In
other
words, if you enter a
subway with 3 Block
Movements, you will still
have 3 Block Movements left when you
exit the subway. When you take the ‘A’ Figure 1 Your Boss card shows your Boss Action, tracks your Reward progress and tracks your Tips.
subway you can exit at any other ‘A’ or
subway station, including exiting and re-entering multiple ‘A’ subway stations without losing a Block Movement. The same is
true for the ‘B’ subway. But once you exit a subway, you must pay to ride it again, unless you have an All-Day Pass. If you flip
a subway Coupon at a subway station you may get an All-Day Pass allowing you to travel all subways for free for the rest of
that turn.
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DRINK GATOR BULLS: Using 1 Gator Bull allows you to travel 2 more blocks that turn. There are no limits to the number of
Gator Bulls you may purchase or drink in a single turn. You cannot use Gator Bulls to pay for subway rides. Once you use a
Gator Bull discard it to the general supply. Here are some of the ways to get Gator Bulls:




Buy a Gator Bull for $3 or 2 Bones at the Gator Bull shop.
Use a Gator Bull coupon (from your hand) at the Gator Bull shop.
Travel to another player’s pawn and offer to trade something for a Gator Bull.

SPEND BONES: You must spend 1 Bone at the park to get 1 package back from Buttercup. You must spend 2 Bones at the
Gator Bull shop to get 1 Gator Bull. You cannot use Bones to pay for subway rides. When you spend Bones place them in the
general pile; unless you are spending that Bone at the park to get a package back from Buttercup; put that Bone in the park.
Buttercup’s Bones in the park are used as points at the end of the game. Here are some of the ways to get Bones:




Buy a Bone for $3 or 2 Bones at the Bone shop.
Use a Bone coupon (from your hand) at the Bone shop.
Travel to another player’s pawn and offer to trade something for a Bone.

IMPORTANT: YOU MAY BUY A MAXIMUM OF 4 BONES IN A SINGLE TURN.

PHASE 3 – SETUP YOUR NEXT TURN
Phase 3 summary: PHASE 3 begins when you complete your PHASE 2 actions. While the next player does their PHASE 1,
you will simultaneously do your PHASE 3. This overlapping of turn phases provides faster gameplay.
TO RESOLVE PHASE 3, FOLLOW THESE 8 STEPS IN ORDER:
STEP 1 - HAND THE GOLDEN FIRE HYDRANT/CURRENT PLAYER TOKEN TO THE NEXT PLAYER: The reason for this token
is to help players remember whose turn it is after Buttercup’s Phase 1 actions are resolved.
STEP 2 - COLLECT YOUR TIPS: Remove the $-side up Delivery tokens from the Delivery cards in your row of active
deliveries for any deliveries Buttercup, you, or your Scooter employee have completed this turn. Place these tokens in
your Delivery token supply for future deliveries. Make a pile of these completed Delivery cards nearby. These completed
deliveries will be counted at the end of the game when victory points are awarded.
STEP 3 - PLACE YOUR DELIVERY CHALLENGES CUBE: If you completed a Delivery Challenge
this turn, place a white cube from the general supply on top of the number on your Delivery
Challenges tracker which equals this turn’s number of completed deliveries. This cube
indicates that a Challenge made up of that number of deliveries is no longer available. Delivery
Challenges contribute to the number of cards you may draft during this phase of your turn
(STEP 6 below). NOTE: You may not count deliveries you completed this turn whose Tips you
also spent this turn.
SPLIT UP YOUR DELIVERY CHALLENGES NUMBER: The Delivery Challenges Tracker is flexible. If, for example, you
completed 3 deliveries this turn, you can either place a white cube on the #3 slot or you can place a cube on both the #1
and #2 slots. If equivalent slot numbers are not available, you can place cubes on slots whose numbers total less than your
number of completed deliveries that turn.
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STEP 4 - UPDATE YOUR REWARDS TRACKER ON YOUR BOSS CARD: If you completed a Boss
action this turn move your Rewards tracker 1 space to the right. Take any gifts earned. If you
earned Boss Kudos this turn, take a gold cube from the general supply and place that cube in
your Kudos area on the tracker in front of you. Boss Kudos contribute to the number of cards
you may draft during this phase of your turn.
STEP 5 - DRAFT NEW DELIVERY CARDS AND COUPONS: Draft either Delivery cards and/or Figure 2 You can decide to
take victory points instead
Coupons from their respective draft slots on the board; 1 for each Delivery Challenge and Boss of taking perks when
Kudos cube you have. Add these new cards to your hand. Be sure to keep Delivery cards delivery placing Kudos cubes. The
stars above are each
side down and Coupons face down.
worth 2 victory points at
STEP 6 - REFILL YOUR ROW OF ACTIVE DELIVERIES: Looking only at the backs of the cards in your the end of the game.
hand, pick the Delivery cards you want available during your next turn. Place them, pickup address
side up, in your row of active deliveries. The number of active cards you can have is 4 plus the number of Backpack
upgrades you have. You will notice that packages on Delivery cards are either Green, Pink, Blue, or Orange. This will help
you easily find the general location on the board for a package’s pickup address. Placing packages of the same color in
your row of active deliveries may make for a simpler pickup route.
STEP 7 - PLACE NEW DELIVERY PACKAGES FOR PICKUP: For each new Delivery card you are adding, place Delivery tokens,
package side up on those pickup addresses on the board.
NOW YOU ARE READY FOR YOUR NEXT TURN.

Figure 3 When multiple routes are equally short and have an equal
number of turns, then you decide which route to Buttercup takes.
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END GAME
FIGURE OUT BUTTERCUP’S NEW OWNER
The final round is triggered when a player has completed at least 5 Delivery Challenges. Finish out the final round so that all
players have an equal number of turns in the game.
TALLY THE VICTORY POINTS: Each Bone in the park is worth 1 victory point.
 Award the Bone victory points to each player according to their total unspent Tips as currently indicated on each players
Tips tracker.
(1) The player with the highest amount of unspent Tips is awarded all the Bone points.
(2) The player with the 2nd highest amount of unspent Tips is awarded the Bone points -1
(3) The player with the 3rd highest amount of unspent Tips is awarded the Bone points -2
(4) The player with the 4th highest amount of unspent Tips is awarded the Bone points -3
 Award the Bone victory points each player according to their total number of completed deliveries by counting your pile
of completed Delivery cards.
(1) The player with the highest number completed deliveries is awarded all the Bone points.
(2) The player with the 2nd highest number of completed deliveries is awarded the Bone points -1
(3) The player with the 3rd highest number of completed deliveries is awarded the Bone points -2
(4) The player with the 4th highest number of completed deliveries is awarded the Bone points -3
 Award each player 2 victory points for each Kudos cube they own, plus 2 points for each Kudos cube on a gold star.
 For Backpack & Scooter upgrades, and Delivery Challenges, award each player victory points according to the number
printed on the square under each of those cubes. Squares without cubes are not counted.
 Award players who maxed out their Backpack an additional 1 victory point.
 Award players who maxed out their Scooter an additional 2 victory points.
 Award players who upgraded their Backpack and their Scooter 3 times each 3 victory points.
 Award each player 1 victory point for every 2 Bones they have (round down).
 Award each player 1 victory point for every 4 Gator Bulls they have (round down).
 Award each player who has completed their Rewards tracker 2 additional Victory points (as is indicated on the last space
on the Rewards tracker).

The player with the most victory points is
Buttercup’s new owner.

Welcome home, Buttercup!
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ICONS EXPLAINED
Take a Bone from the general supply. Take a gold cube from the general supply and place it on your Kudos tracker,
earning the reward specified on that slot.

Take a Gator Bull from the general supply. Take a gold cube from the general supply and place it on your Kudos
tracker, earning the reward specified on that slot.

Place your Boss pawn on the board on the block in front of your Delivery Service Address (the same block that has
the Scooter symbol which matches your color). This indicates that you will be sharing Backpack contents and Block
movements alongside your Scooter employee. Take a gold cube from the general supply and place it on your Kudos
tracker, earning the reward specified on that slot.
Take either a gold Kudos cube, a brown Backpack upgrade cube, or a blue Scooter upgrade cube from the general
supply and place it on the appropriate spot on its tracker on the board.

Add $6 to your Tips tracker. Take a gold cube from the general supply and place it on your Kudos tracker, earning
the reward specified on that slot.

Get 2 victory points, added at the end of the game. Take a gold cube from the general supply and place it on your
Kudos tracker, earning the reward specified on that slot.

Add $6 to your Tips tracker.

Draft 3 additional Delivery cards during PHASE 3 of
your turn.

Draft 3 additional Coupons during PHASE 3 of your
turn.

Get 2 victory points, added at the end of the game.
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